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Pitt – Agreed “home waters” can be a bit of a moving target depending on who you ask. For me, I’d define my
“home waters” as anything I fish more than twice a year…anything less than that and I’m just a visitor. For me
this pretty much is limited to Lebanon, Lancaster, Dauphin, Berks, and maybe the southern part of Schuylkill
County. I suppose you could throw in the Michaux SF area too, since it’s close to my inlaws and I fish that area
when I’m visiting them. That said there are many areas I travel to and fish one or two times a year (Poconos,
NC PA, State College area, Delaware coast)…I enjoy that variety, and try to be respectful that I’m on someone
else’s home turf when I’m there. I’ve seen your blog (which is excellent BTW), and could tell you fish for all
kinds of fish, all over the place. I think part of what that entails is that if you enjoy that sort of thing…fishing other
places, you gotta be okay with guys not from your neck of the woods traveling to fish something new and/or
different to them too. Reciprocity. Your first post just kinda struck the wrong chord with me, and after rereading
my post now, my response probably wasn’t the most constructive way I could have approached things. My bad
for that, and no offense intended.
Back to the TV shows…I wouldn’t be opposed to guys on any of these national shows filming a Brookie
expedition in PA. I think that kind of fishing is very rewarding and a foreign concept to a lot of people. A lot of
times shows like this will give you a general idea of where they are, but not name the stream, or section of
stream in particular. For instance…”the Snake River in Wyoming” or “a small stream in the Pennsylvania
mountains” doesn’t tell you a whole heck of a lot in terms of specific locations, but gives you enough to get the
general idea of where the kind of fishing being demonstrated can be found. I think most of the viewers of a FF
designated show are pretty similar in mindset to the crew of guys you’ll find here…C&R, respect the resource,
sportsmanlike, etc. Crowds are crowds…if they’re fishin’ here, they’re not fishin’ somewhere else.

